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T
he Chinese shopkeeper taking a smoke break on the street in
Plettenberg Bay was surreal to say the least. He stood out like
a sore thumb: neither a local, nor the well-heeled, mink-and-
manure polo set that takes over the small coastal town during
the December holiday season.

In high season, he might have been taken for just another
tourist. But I was visiting Plett off season – when you see the real dynamics
of a small coastal town – and what I saw disturbed me.

For years, I’ve taken off-season holidays in Plett but had not been to
this neck of the woods for several years. Seeing the long-term effects of a
protracted economic downturn on a small town in South Africa was sobering.

In cities like Joburg, The Great Recession (as it is now being called) is
talked about in statistics and figures. Economists and analysts fill media space
with projections, assumptions and speculations on the impact on retail and
consumer spend and the working classes. The upper middle classes use the
information as dinner-party fodder while the new elite simply buy handbags.

Back in Plett, the coastal town, the economists’ statistics and analysis
manifest in the cruelest of ways.

“To let” signs are everywhere and the empty retail spaces serve as harsh
reminders of how transient the holiday season really is. The Great Recession
has shrunk Plett’s economy by about one-fifth. For a small town, losing 20%
of your consumer business is devastating. Add to that the fact that 60% of
South Africa’s economy is driven by consumer spend and you understand the
devastating ripple effect of those “to let” signs.

Just off Plett’s high street are smaller shopping centres where the local
community shops. There is now a ubiquitous mix of second-hand stores and
cheap clothing stores, owned and manned by Chinese nationals. I’m used to
the large discount centres in Joburg, but the proliferation of these smaller
retailers is new and unexpected in a far-flung coastal town like Plett.

The same scenario plays out 20 minutes down the Garden Route in
Knysna. Empty shop fronts and “to let” signs dominate the once-vibrant main
street. Knysna has always had a bohemian reputation as a creative hippie
hub but it has been replaced by shops selling airtime, stocking cheap clothing
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In Ghana, people are using technology to hold their
government to account. The parliamentary monitoring
website, Odekro, allows citizens, journalists and activists
to keep an eye on Parliament and their MPs’ activities.

A similar site, People’s Assembly, run by the
Parliamentary Monitoring Group (PMG) in association
with mySociety, has recently launched in South Africa.

With unrest spreading across the nation as people
become frustrated with broken promises and poor
service delivery, it is an alternative way for citizens to
make their voices heard. It allows citizens and journalists
to access information on their MPs at the national
and provincial levels, to track their contributions in
Parliament and see a register of their interests. Users can
also find out how and where to engage with government.

It enables interested users to track bills, parliamentary
questions and committees, and to access Hansard. They
can find out about campaigns they can get involved in
and on how to participate in elections and petitions.

Citizens can also use the site’s representative locator to
identify their local representative and constituency office.

The site’s RepLocator lets you type in your address
and find out who your MP or MPL is and where their
constituency office is. Through this application, citizens
can check up and report back via a comment form.

PMG executive director Gaile Fullard explains why the
site is so important: “The People’s Assembly website
focuses on MP accountability – something which has gone
largely unmonitored for the last 20 years. It gives
answers to questions like: ‘What has an MP commented
on in the past five years?’, ‘What is their attendance
like?’ or ‘Is their constituency office operating?’ While
proportional representation allows for more opposition
parties, it distances people from their representative.”

The website makes MP and MPL attendance records
available and users can see what an MP has contributed
to a discussion in Parliament’s committees and plenaries
so citizens can monitor their level of engagement.

It is hoped this site will allow citizens to hold
government to account without the need to take to the
streets or resort to violence. It will also enable journalists
and activists to monitor Parliament more effectively.

Treisman (PhD) is an executive at Indigo Trust, which
funds the People’s Assembly website

or homeware and (a first for me) R5 shops.
The only evidence of business growth is a new shopping mall, but all its

tenants are our local mass retailers found everywhere in South Africa. If I
was a first-time visitor to the area, I’d question what the fuss is about:
besides the spectacular geography it is soulless, homogenous and bland.

We are not alone in this shift to ubiquitous blandness. In the past five
years, independent retailers the world over have closed their doors as
cash-strapped consumers migrated to the mass retailers.

My point is not that China dominates this value chain – it always has. I’m
lamenting the loss of creativity and individuality as the recession forces us to
embrace the lowest common denominator. Independent retail is collateral
damage in a globalised world, and cheap is not necessarily cheerful.

Chang is the founder of Flux Trends. For more trends, visit www.fluxtrends.com
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